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KEY INSIGHTS
■ Impact investing is often closely linked to private markets. However, this ignores
the potential that public debt capital can afford investors and issuers.
■

■

The vast size and depth of public markets, on top of greater liquidity, can help
asset managers find opportunities that can make a material impact on the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.

Matt Lawton
Portfolio Manager, Fixed Income

For issuers, public markets can provide a deeper pool of capital to help fund their
day‑to‑day businesses while helping them meet their long‑term impact goals.

F

ixed income has traditionally
presented a distinct well of
opportunity within impact
investing, an advancement on
environmental, social, and governance
(ESG) finance that combines investing
with the intention of generating
positive and measurable impact in an
environmental or social context along

with a positive return. Historically,
debt has outstripped equity and real
estate by significant margins in terms
of investments made and amounts
spent in the realm of impact investing.
However, attention has typically
focused on the private side of debt
capital markets.

Impact Investors Are Branching Out Into Public Debt Markets
(Fig. 1) Global corporate ESG issuance in 2021 has already almost doubled last
year’s figure
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Impact Opportunities in Public Markets Are Becoming Deeper and
More Diverse
(Fig. 2) ESG issuance among global corporates now covers more sectors
than before
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In our view, this unduly takes the
spotlight from the potential of publicly
traded debt markets, which we believe
offer investors a vast and deep range
of potential companies. Issuers and
investors can find more opportunities,
issue more debt, potentially benefit from
greater liquidity, and potentially deliver
larger material impacts than if they rely
solely on the private markets.
Deep Markets Can Help Tackle
Problems on a Global Scale

...public debt
markets could
offer the depth of
capital needed
to grow impact
investing at the
necessary scale.

The extent to which public markets
can augment the range of impact
opportunities can be seen by the
growing scale of ESG‑focused goals.
Over the last few years, the rise of
ESG‑focused investment strategies
has seen many asset managers
look to align their activities with the
UN SDGs, a recognized framework
designed to achieve targets around
global challenges such as climate
change, poverty, and financial inclusion.
Indeed, according to a 2019 BNP
Paribas survey, 65% of managers with
ESG strategies align their investment
framework with the SDGs, often
with SDG‑linked revenue targets for
portfolio companies. Altogether, the
UN estimates that the amount of
investment required to achieve these
SDGs by 2030 would be USD 5 trillion
to USD 7 trillion per year.

Achieving these lofty goals will be a
significant challenge in the decades
ahead; however, from an investing
perspective, public debt markets could
offer the depth of capital needed to grow
impact investing at the necessary scale.
Across both corporates and sovereigns,
global ESG bond issuance after the first
nine months of 2021 is on pace to more
than double 2020’s total issuance, as
well as almost break the USD 1 trillion
barrier. By contrast, private market data
provider Preqin suggests that entire
assets under management for private
debt investors totaled a shade under
USD 900 billion at the end of 2020.
For impact investors, the acceleration
of publicly traded ESG‑labeled debt
suggests that is where the bulk of
opportunities could come in the future,
particularly with the SDGs in mind.
Public Markets Present a Wider
Variety of Opportunities
This greater market depth in terms of
issuance amount is complemented by
the wider breadth of opportunities in
terms of industries. Indeed, although
ESG corporate issuance declined
somewhat quarter on quarter in
Q3, year-on-year growth is at around
115%, compared with around
45% for sovereign‑issued labeled
bonds according to T. Rowe Price
analysis. Looking at corporate sectors
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in isolation, the number of industries
seeing ESG issuance has doubled
over the last six years, with issuance
rising from USD 5.3 billion in 2015
to over USD 291.7 billion in the first
nine months of 2021 alone during
that timeframe.
Notable publicly traded ESG‑related
deals include German automotive
giant Daimler’s EUR 1.2 billion green
issue in March to finance climate and
electric vehicle targets. More recently,
Italian energy firm Eni issued the first
sustainability‑linked bond in its sector,
worth around EUR 1 billion and linked
to carbon footprint and renewable
energy targets. As overall value and
volume of ESG issuance in public debt
markets continues to grow, we believe
so will the potential scope and breadth
of the opportunities by sector, size,
and geography.
Making an Impact Post‑investment
Higher liquidity is another key advantage
of public debt markets when it comes
to impact investing. Ongoing daily

pricing and the sheer volume of deals
for public credits every day, for example,
creates a market where issuers and
investors are cognizant of what reflects
fair value, something private markets
typically do not afford. In addition,
public markets can provide investors
with not just a more liquid environment
to exit an investment, but also pass on
the obligation to another investor with
aligned values.
Achieving the UN’s SDGs will require
enormous investment and capital
expenditure across the investor,
corporate, and sovereign communities.
While private markets will have a role
to play, we believe that the size of
the task at hand means that public
credit markets should become the
focus of attention for impact investors.
The breadth, depth, and liquidity they
provide give investors the opportunity
to access a wider variety of ESG‑linked
opportunities, while also potentially
providing issuers with enough capital to
concurrently run their businesses and
invest in long‑term impact goals.
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T. Rowe Price focuses on delivering investment management
excellence that investors can rely on—now and over the long term.
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